Wild Plants:
Birch Polypore & Old Man's Beard

Poems For Love, Loss & War

Global Flash-Points
(direct action reports)

Rebels Behind Bars
(text by prisoners & repression news)

Memory as a Weapon
(a European folktale for our times - down with the empire, up with the spring)

Text Concerning Hambach Forest
(invitation to destruction from the front-lines of an anti-coal occupation, Germany)

'To Create and Maintain Their Wealth' / 'Sensuality, Magic & Anarchist Violence'
(reviews: various Jason Hribal, Silvia Federici's 'The Caliban and the Witch' & Arthur Evan's 'Witchcraft and the Gay Counterculture')

Why We Are With the Fighters
(what do we mean by solidarity?)

...and more!